[Competitive interactions of serum protein fractions during complex formation with polycations].
Interaction of gamma-globulin with quaternized poly-4-vinylpyridine in water solutions at pH 7 has been studied. Formation of soluble stable cooperative complexes has been observed in a wide range of component ratios. Protein globules are distributed unevenly between adsorbing polycations. Soluble complexes are rod-like particles assembled from the globules which are stabilized by polycation chains. Complex formation in the system gamma-G + PE is similar to that in the system BSA + PE. Competitive interaction of serum protein fractions was studied at the interacting with polycation. It has been shown that selectivity at binding protein fractions is observed in both artificially prepared systems (BSA + gamma-G, beta1-G + gamma-G, BSA + gamma-G + beta1-G), and in serum and whole blood. In those ratios where uneven distribution of protein molecules is observed the soluble complexes protein-PE are formed by separate distribution of individual proteins at the matrix. Decrease of PE concentration in the systems results in the formation of a soluble complex of mixed composition. When an insoluble complex is formed in the system serum-PE selective sorbtion of beta 2-globulin fractions is observed. The reasons for the selective sorbtion of various protein fractions are described, structural models of the soluble complexes protein-PE are suggested.